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Abstract. Wet tropospheric path delay can be a major error source for Global Positioning System (GPS) geodetic experiments. We investigate strategies for minimizing this error using data from CASA Uno, the first major GPS experiment in Central and South America, where wet path delays may be both high and variable. We compared wet path delay calibration using water vapor radiometers (WVRs) and residual delay estimation, with strategies where the entire wet path delay is estimated stochastically without prior calibration, using data from a 270 km test baseline in Costa Rica. Both approaches yield centimeter-level baseline repeatability and similar tropospheric estimates, suggesting that WVR calibration is not critical for obtaining high precision results with GPS in the CASA region.

Introduction

Uncertainties in the correction for variable wet tropospheric path delay can be a major error source for Global Positioning System (GPS) geodesy. Depending on weather conditions and unmodelled satellite orbit effects, wet path delays may be the dominant error for baselines (station separations) longer than about 10-20 km and shorter than about 500 km, a critical range for many geological studies. We investigate strategies for minimizing tropospheric-related errors with data from CASA Uno, the first GPS experiment in Central and South America [Kellogg et al., 1989]. We compare several calibration and modeling strategies on a test baseline where a variety of instrumentation for tropospheric calibration was deployed. Tropospheric wet path delays in this region were both high (often exceeding 20 cm at zenith) and variable (typically 3-6 cm variation over 8 hours) and hence a significant error source in the GPS baseline estimates.

Previous studies [Tralli et al., 1988; Dixon et al., 1990] indicate that wet tropospheric calibration for GPS based on simple atmospheric models and surface measurements of temperature and relative humidity may not be satisfactory. Better results are often obtained with water vapor radiometer (WVR) calibration and estimation of a residual delay, or through estimation of the entire wet delay without prior calibration, relying on the geometric strength of the GPS observables and the known elevation angle dependence of the wet path delay. Estimation is improved if a stochastic model of the temporal variation of delay or its residual after calibration is also used. In this paper, we model the temporal variation of the zenith wet path delay, or its residual after calibration, as a random walk stochastic process, specified by the process noise rate, a, with a typical range of 0.2-2.0 cm/Vhr [Dixon et al., 1990]. If estimation of the entire wet delay gives results equivalent to WVR calibration, the former method is preferable due to the cost of WVR deployment. This is important for CASA Uno because instrument availability limited WVR calibration to a few sites in the CASA region (including the two studied here) and several U.S. sites.

The CASA Uno Experiment and Data Analysis

The CASA Uno experiment is described by Kellogg et al. [1989]. Our test baseline for tropospheric calibration is in Costa Rica between Limon and Liberia, 270 km in length. Limon is located near sea level on the Caribbean coast, while Liberia is located at an elevation of 215 m, about 20 km east of the Pacific coast. All sites were occupied by TI-4100 GPS receivers that recorded data at 30 second intervals, further compressed in our analysis to 6 minute points. Surface meteorological equipment for automatic recording at 5 minute intervals of temperature (±0.1°C), pressure (±0.3 mb) and relative humidity (±2% for relative humidity 0-80%, ±3% for relative humidity 80-100%) was available at Liberia. Conventional meteorological equipment with manual data recording at 60 minute intervals was deployed at Limon, with corresponding precisions approximately ±0.5°C, ±1.0 mb and ±5% in relative humidity. Liberia was equipped with a solar hygrometer, and both Limon and Liberia had state-of-the-art "D-Series" WVRs. The two channel D-Series were modeled closely after the high precision 3-channel "J-Series" radiometer, designed to yield estimates of the zenith wet path delay with a precision better than 1.0 cm [Janssen, 1985]. With fewer channels and simplified temperature stabilization circuitry, D-Series instruments are lighter in weight and operate with less power relative to the J-Series, enabling operation in remote areas with only slight degradation in precision. Some constraints on the precision and accuracy of the data acquired by these instruments during CASA Uno are discussed below. The WVRs were operated in the "tip curve" mode, with atmospheric brightness temperature measurements taken at several predetermined elevation angles on alternate east-west and north-south azimuths every 3-4 minutes and processed to yield the zenith delay. All the approaches we tested for calibration or estimation of the wet path delay assume that the delay is azimuthally symmetric, i.e., only a zenith delay is determined; delays at other elevations are determined with a mapping function [Lanyi, 1984]. The validity of this assumption will be discussed. The dry delay is obtained by measurement of surface pressure under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium. Since the wet and dry mapping functions are essentially identical above 15° elevation, the cutoff angle used in our analysis, any miscalibration of the dry delay is absorbed by estimation of the zenith wet delay or its residual after calibration.

Our analytical techniques are described in Tralli et al. [1988], Blewitt [1989] and Dixon et al. [1990]. We selected a subset of CASA Uno data based on several criteria to minimize errors other than those associated with wet tropospheric effects. Initial studies indicated that eight stations in Central and northern South America provide an adequate network for local baseline estimation, ensuring resolution of most of the carrier phase cycle ambiguities, a necessary condition for attaining high precision and accuracy [Dong and Bock, 1989; Blewitt, 1989]. Also, we required that GPS data be available from seven globally distributed tracking stations to minimize orbit-related errors [Kornreich Wolf et al., this issue] and that at least one hour of WVR data be available at both Limon and Liberia (Table 1). Five out of fifteen days satisfied these criteria and were used in our analysis. Tropospheric calibration or estimation techniques were varied only at Limon and Liberia. At all other sites (seven global tracking sites plus...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>26</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limon</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Acquired with 2-channel (20.7 and 31.4 GHz) D-Series water vapor radiometers, 7° beam width.

the remaining 6 sites in Central and South America), we used a random walk troposphere model for the entire zenith wet delay with \( \alpha = 1.8 \text{ cm/hr} \), a value based on initial studies using criteria such as day to day repeatability and resolution of carrier phase cycle ambiguities [Dixon et al., 1990].

Results and Discussion

Surface meteorological data combined with an atmospheric model [Chao, 1974] did not yield precise calibration of the wet tropospheric path delay, similar to results of previous studies [Tralli et al., 1988; Dixon et al., 1990]. Limited solar hygrometer data likewise did not yield precise calibration, because a large fraction of the GPS data were acquired at night, precluding simultaneous GPS and solar hygrometer observations. Given the large and unpredictable fluctuations observed in the wet tropospheric path delay (see below), simultaneity is a critical requirement for any high precision calibration technique.

We concentrate our discussion on two promising approaches, namely WVR calibration of the zenith wet path delay (with or without estimation of a residual delay), and estimation of the wet path delay without prior calibration using a random walk model. Repeatability of the Limon-Liberia baseline, defined as the root mean square (rms) scatter of independent daily baseline estimates about the mean, is shown in Figure 1 for various tropospheric treatments using these two overall approaches. With WVR calibration, the worst repeatability is obtained when no residual error is estimated; optimum repeatability with WVR calibration involves estimation of a random walk residual error with \( \alpha = 1.0 \text{ cm/hr} \), allowing the calibration error to vary up to 2.8 cm over the 8 hour view period. The WVR calibration scheme that allows the greatest number (≈88%) of cycle ambiguities to be resolved within the 8 site region in Central and northern South America is very similar, with \( \alpha = 1.2 \text{ cm/hr} \) (up to 3.4 cm variation in 8 hours). When the entire wet delay is estimated without prior calibration, the best repeatability is obtained with \( \alpha = 0.8 \text{ cm/hr} \), while the maximum number of resolved cycle ambiguities is obtained with \( \alpha = 1.2 \text{ cm/hr} \). These values of \( \alpha \) are surprisingly close to the optimum model identified for an earlier experiment in the northern Caribbean [Dixon et al., 1990]. They are also within the range obtained by analysis of the time series of zenith wet delays measured on each of the five days by the WVRs; the mean values at Limon and Liberia are, respectively, 1.9 cm/hr (range 1.2-2.6 cm/hr) and 1.7 cm/hr (range 0.6-3.8 cm/hr). Attempts to improve baseline repeatability by devising more complicated random walk troposphere models, optimized by site or day to account for local variations, were unsuccessful; a simple model for the entire region over the time span of the experiment gave results indistinguishable from our best "customized" model.

Note that the best WVR calibration scheme (with stochastic residual estimation) yielded repeatability and number of resolved cycle ambiguities almost identical to the case where the entire wet path delay was estimated stochastically without prior calibration. The effect of these two approaches on actual baseline estimates (an attempt to evaluate effects on accuracy) is shown in Figure 2. The means of the horizontal baseline estimates from the two techniques agree at the sub-millimeter level, and even the individual daily estimates agree at the 1-2 mm level, well within the formal errors. However, the means of the two vertical component estimates differ by about 1 cm. Previous observations using very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) suggest that WVR calibration mainly affects the vertical component estimate [Herring, 1986], and this is apparently true with GPS as well. However, since the formal errors of the vertical estimates exceed 1 cm, the significance of this observation is unclear. We also have no information on which estimate is more accurate.

We draw two conclusions from these observations. First, stochastic estimation techniques for wet tropospheric path delays are sufficiently robust that they can be applied to those
CASA experiment sites lacking WVR calibration, with little degradation in precision or accuracy of the baseline estimates. Our second conclusion is more general, and stems in part from the general agreement between results presented here and previous studies [Tralli et al., 1988; Dixon et al., 1990]. It appears that WVR calibration, of the quality currently available for routine field deployment, under the experiment conditions encountered to date, with current analytical techniques and models, and at current GPS precision levels, yields GPS baseline estimates almost identical to those obtainable with stochastic troposphere estimation techniques.

Why are the GPS data baseline estimates not improved by WVR calibration? In part, this reflects the ability of GPS data from a strong network to "self-calibrate" major tropospheric effects using the estimation techniques we have described. GPS data are especially strong if the carrier phase cycle ambiguities are resolved, leading to improved precision and accuracy of horizontal baseline component estimates [Blewitt, 1989; Dong and Bock, 1989]. Our 8 station regional CASA network provided a mix of baseline lengths that allowed geometric resolution of most (>84%) cycle ambiguities regardless of tropospheric treatment, reducing the possible impact of WVR calibration. This impact may also be diluted because we are comparing cases where 6 out of 8 stations in our regional network lack WVR calibration, versus 8 out of 8 stations. Perhaps WVR deployment at the majority of stations in a network is required before major advantages to calibration can be observed. Note that loss of some WVR data at Limon (January 19-21; Table 1) cannot explain the failure of WVR calibration to improve the baseline estimates, because the estimates for all 5 days (Figure 2) are essentially identical for both calibrated (WVR) and non-calibrated (stochastic estimate) cases. Another possibility is that we have not treated residual WVR errors in an optimum manner. While some information suggests that random walk models are appropriate for tropospheric path delays, no such data exist to support their applicability to residual WVR delays. Perhaps with a better model of WVR errors, WVR calibration and estimation of tightly constrained residual errors would be more beneficial.

The accuracy of WVR calibration must be better than ±1 cm in zenith delay in order to improve VLBI baseline estimates [Davis et al., 1985]. For GPS baseline estimates with carrier phase cycle ambiguities resolved, the accuracy requirement for WVR calibration is probably of the order of the inherent precision of the carrier phase measurement, roughly ±0.3-0.5 cm for the GPS receivers used in this experiment. Several lines of reasoning, discussed below, suggest that WVR accuracy under the conditions of the CASA Uno experiment may be worse than 0.5 cm:

1) Formal errors of the WVR zenith delay estimates during the CASA Uno experiment range from 0.2-0.9 cm (see point 3, below). Side by side comparisons of D-Series WVRs occasionally show differences in zenith delay in excess of 1 cm, but rms differences in these comparisons are generally ±0.5 cm or better.

2) Although formal errors of baseline estimates are smallest when WVR calibration is used without estimating a residual error (i.e., calibration assumed correct), scatter in the baseline estimates is increased (Figure 1). The simplest explanation for this is that an error exists in the WVR calibration with a magnitude that exceeds GPS data noise. When a constant residual error is estimated for WVR calibration, the scatter in the baseline estimates is reduced. The magnitude of the residual error correction may be as high as 4 cm (point 3, below). The best stochastic residual error models have α in the range 1.0-1.2 cm/hr (Figure 1), the magnitude of α probably reflects to a large extent the magnitude of the calibration error, and further suggests temporal variation in that error. An alternate possibility is that another error source with a similar mapping function to the wet path delay, e.g., the dry delay, is present in the data and is being corrected by the estimation process. However, we believe this to be unlikely. Dry delays generally exhibit very low temporal fluctuations. The barometers used to derive the dry delay were well calibrated before and (in the case of Liberia) during the experiment; their calibration errors are also unlikely to exhibit large temporal changes.

3) The zenith wet path delay as a function of time at Limon and Liberia can be estimated from the GPS observables alone, independent of the WVR measurements (Figure 3). Ideally,
greatly (3-4 cm over 8 hours) and the WVR measurements have small formal errors (mean and range 0.2 cm and 0.1-0.4 cm, respectively). Agreement between the two techniques is good over most of the data arc. In contrast, January 26 has higher mean wet delay and higher fluctuations (3-6 cm over 8 hours, with significant short period fluctuations), the WVR measurements have higher formal errors (mean and range 0.2 cm and 0.2-0.9 cm, respectively), and the two techniques differ by up to 4 cm in zenith delay even during periods of good satellite geometry. The larger WVR errors on January 26 reflect higher scatter in the tip curve calibration data, almost certainly due to high atmospheric variability and cloud effects during the calibration scans. Since the effects are ubiquitous throughout the 8 hour observation period, it is difficult to edit the calibration data to favor stable periods.

4) Azimuthal asymmetries in the wet path delay may also be important. Inspection of the WVR tip curve data shows that alternate north-south and east-west scans may record different levels of wet delay in a fairly systematic way over short (15-60 minute) time periods (Figure 3). Such differences are most easily explained by azimuthal asymmetries; poorly levelled instruments can be ruled out because the effects vary rapidly in time. Asymmetries at the 0.5 cm or greater level (when mapped to zenith) were observed for periods of 15 minutes or longer on 5 days out of the 10 available observation days. In such cases, the spatial average of the zenith delay parameter obtained from WVR measurements, while approximately correct, may not be the best estimate of the actual line of site delay experienced by a given GPS signal; stochastic estimation of the wet delay may yield a value more representative of the actual delay experienced by the ensemble of GPS signals at that epoch. Line of site WVR calibration to each satellite would be preferable in these conditions. Note, however, that it may be more difficult to maintain accurate WVR calibration with the less frequent tip curves that result from this strategy, an important consideration for portable units like the D-series which may lack sophisticated thermal stabilization. Finally, the spatial asymmetries that we believe are occasionally present also imply rapid temporal fluctuations [Treuhaft and Lanyi, 1987]. It is therefore possible that while the accuracy of the WVR calibration averaged over an hour or more is at the 0.5 cm level or better, the short term average (e.g., over the 6 minute period of the GPS compressed data points) is somewhat worse.

In summary, we believe the accuracy of the WVR zenith wet path delay estimates at Limon and Liberia, or the resulting GPS line of site calibration data, was likely worse than the inherent precision of the GPS carrier phase measurements. Consequently, GPS baseline estimates in this experiment were not improved by WVR calibration.

Conclusions

1. Stochastic estimation of the entire zenith wet path delay without prior calibration, relying solely on the strength of GPS data, yields results that are essentially equivalent to those obtained with calibration by water vapor radiometers (WVRs) for a 270 km test baseline in Costa Rica within a regional 8 station network. Thus, lack of WVR calibration at the majority of CASA UNO sites should not affect significantly the precision or accuracy of the resulting GPS baseline estimates.

2. The failure of WVR calibration to improve GPS baseline estimates may be due to the presence of: 1) high temporal variability, precluding accurate tip curve calibration of the WVR zenith wet delay estimates, and 2) azimuthal asymmetries, precluding accurate GPS line of site calibration even with accurate WVR zenith delay estimates.
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